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1 Introduction

Most realistic quantum-mechanical calculations are made possible

by breaking symmetries and by other approximations. The concept of

nuclear deformation, for example, often leads to an approximate

Hamiltonian that is not rotationally invariant. Carefully chosen, such

sinplificaticns allow calculations that might not otherwhise be

possible and can thus provide important insight into the problem at

hand. But at some level of detail, the introduced approximations will

affect the result. In the case of deformed nuclei, the lack of

rotational invariance gives the result that the total angular momentum

is not a conserved quantity. Therefore a calculated state that should

correspond to a real state with a definite angular momentum contains a

distribution of angular momenta. Similarily, states with different

angular momenta are interacting via the approximate Hamiltonian.

In order to perform more detailed calculations within the same

approximative model, steps must be taken to overcome these

deficiencies. Projection of angular momenta from deformed nuclear

wave-functions is in this example the obvious suggestion. Another

approach could b-. a method to detect and remove the "virtual"

interactions betv _>• , states with different angular momenta from the

model Hamilton. Such an approach might have a wider range of

applicability t t projection techniques because the "detection and

removal" techri<jt can be formulated quite freely. The problem can be

divided into tlu i questions, all of which can have a variety of

answers: whicr, interactions to remove, how to detect them and how to

remove them? . ; -ther advantage with this type of approach is that it

leaves the cor.<- -ptual simplicity of the approximate model undisturbed.

In calculation* of nuclear high-spin spectra within the cranking

model, a met*,a to remove virtual interactions between unpaired

orbitals ' h ve been used quite extensivly and with considerable

impact . For paired high-spin calculations, a quite different
6,7)

approach have been employed to obtain non-interacting orbitals.

Virtual interactions are not only a problem in connection with

deformed nuclei and high spin (as in the example above). Indeed, they

can appear in any quantum-mechanical calculation which does not

explicitly include all symmetries or where sufficiently drastic

approximations are made. An example of the latter type occurs in the



theory of nuclear collisions. In some approaches to nuclear collisions

(see e.g. ref. ), one does not treat the full time-dependence of the

problem. Instead one solves the time-independent Schrödinger equation

for a range of inter-nuclear distances. This has the effect that the

collision is treated as an infinitely slow process, in which the

nucleons have due time to adjust their wave-function to the changing

mean field. In a real collision, however, there might not be time for
8)

this adjustment. Therefore the authors of ref. construct wave-

functions that does not change too rapidly with time by a method that,

in some parts, is similar to the one presented here. Nuclear

collisions have direct analogs in atomic collisions for which

interaction-removal techniques have been used for a long time (see
9)

ref. for a review). Due to the special problems encountered in

atomic collision theory, however, those techniques cannot be directly

applied in other fields.

In the present paper a quite general method for "removal of

virtual interactions" is presented. Although it was primarily designed

for high-spin calculations, it is applicable to a wider class of

problems, such as deformation changes. Before the description of the

present metod in section 3, a short overview of the general problem is

given is section 2. In section 4, some examples of the use of the

present method will be presented.

2 Overview of the Virtual interaction Proble»

A study of a simple two-level crossing model provides an

illustrative starting point for a discussion of virtual interactions.

Let us write the Hamiltonian of interest for two interacting orbitals,

|l> and |2>, as

h2
U) V
V -U»

(1)

In this Hamiltonian, u plays the role of a changing parameter and v

is an interaction between the orbitals. The resulting (adiabatic)

eigenfunctions can be denoted l+(w)> and |-(u>)> having the eigenvalues

e =i/u7T\T, as illustrated by thick lines in fig. 1. In the limit UH>»,

|+> • |l> and |-> • |2> whereas in the limit w-»-», |*> •» 12> and I-> *

|l> and thus the two adiabatic orbitals interchange their wave-

function around w=0.
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Fig. 1: Eigenvalues of the two level crossing model, eq. 1 (thick lines)

and the corresponding non-interacting energies. The labels used for the

adiabatic orbitals, |+> and |->, and the non-interacting orbitals, |l> and

|2>, are indicated.



In this context, there is need for a more precise meaning of the

word "orbital" than just as a synonym to "eigenfuction" or "wave-

function". By "orbital" will be understood a motional state as a

function of a Hamiltonian parameter. An "adiabatic" orbital, for

example, is uniquely defined by the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian

that, for different parameter values, are related by the so called

"non-crossing rule". The non-crossing rule states that orbitals that

have the same preserved quantum numbers, i.e. the same symmetry

properties, can never cross as the Hamiltonian changes. Implicit in

this definition of adiabatic orbitals is the fact that they might show

abrupt changes in their wave-function, as in the example above.

Therefore we introduce the word "diabatic" for orbitals that do not

show such drastic changes. Diabatic orbitals are more difficult to

form as they are not necessarily eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. In

fact, they cannot be uniquely defined until it is specified to which

extent the wave-functions are allowed to change.

The diabatic orbitals in the two level crossing model are thus

the pure basis orbitals, |l> and |2>, if the interaction v is

considered as physically uninteresting, "virtual". If this is not the

case, the orbitais l+(u)> and |-(u)> must be taken as diabatic. The

destinction between the virtual and the physically interesting

interactions has to be made by considering the physical problem at

hand. For v being a virtual interaction, the non-interact ing orbital

energies are illustrated in fig. 1 by broken lines. In this case the

removal of virtual interactions thus corresponds to making the

interacting orbitals cross, therefore the procedure is sometimes

colloquially referred to as "crossing".

The method presented in section 3 is applied to two different

aspects of nuclear structure calculations in section 4. A breif

motivation of why crossing methods are of interest in these

applications are therefore motivated.

2.1 High-Spin calculations in The Cranking Model

In the cranking model, high-spin states in nuclei are generated

by the Hamiltonian in the intrinsic, rotating system:



= h - u j
x x (2)

where h is the nuclear Hamiltonian, j the operator for angular

momentum along the cranking (x) axis and u a Larange multiplier that

is normally interpreted as the rotational frequency. Let us denote the

eigenfunctions of h with $. and the corresponding eigenvalues e.. A

state with angular momentum I in a specific configuration is found by

varying u until the condition

• 1 < •; 1 J, 1 •: »
i€occ

(3)

is fulfilled. States with different configurations but the same spin

I can thus be generated by different values of the rotational

frequency.

Virtual interactions appear frequently in this model as the

cranking term, w j , causes large changes in the level scheme. This is

because the eigenvalues, e., of orbitals that have a large value of

|<j >| is changing rapidly with frequency:

•: >i5 - < j >.
X 1

(4)

It is therefore inevitable that such orbitals can come very close to

other orbitals and interact with them. The interaction possibilities

are usually numerous as in most applications the only symmetries left
u 0

in h is parity and signature (symmetry with respect to rotation 180

around the cranking axis). These symmetry operations have only two

eigenvalues each, for parity 71 = il and for signature r=e ='i (0 =

tl/2 is commonly used as a signature quantum number).

From eq. 3 it is clear that the spins associated with configur-

ations that have the orbital with large |<j >l occupied are very

different from the spins of configurations where it is empty at the

same rotational frequency. Thus these cranking-model interactions

takes place at constant rotational frequency and not at constant spin

as one would require. As these interactions do not fulfill such a

basic symmetry property as rotational invariance, they can be

considered as non-desired or "virtual".



Another argument is that in this type of interactions, the

fluctuations in <j > become very large. In the cranking model it is

assumed that these fluctuations are roughly constant and therefore

this model is not reliable in the vicinity of such an interaction.

Cranking-model interactions might take place between any

orbitals that have non-zero difference in <j > and with a great

variety of interaction strengths. Therefore the decision of which

interactions that are virtual is not trivial, as certainly the very

strong interactions should be kept to maintain the general properties

of the cranking model. On the other hand, interactions that generate

such a large change of angular momentum that the rotational frequency

is roughly unchanged or even decreasing for an interval in spin

("back-bending") is clearly an undesired phenomenon. Such interactions

should be removed. From simple considerations one finds that the

interaction strength, V, in this case fulfills

4
where i is the change in angular momentum and ') the collect ive

moment of inertia of the nucleus. Thus if V/i is smaller than 1/4.V

the interaction should clearly be removed. From the argument about the

fluctuations in <j > above one can also argue that large fluctuations

of this kind are a signal that special treatment is needed. A third

criterion, which is the one to be used in this paper, is that the

wave-functions of interacting orbitals are rapidly changing with

frequency in the interaction process, like in the two-level crossing

model. Thus a large change of a wave-function can be used as a signal

that an undesired interaction might be taking place.

It is obvious that in most cases the three criteria are

equivalent. In any case the desired diabatic orbitals should have a

smooth dependence on the rotational frequency. Early attempts to

remove interactions and construct diabatic orbitals in the cranking

model where made in ' ' . These attempts where however never

extended to full scale calculations. The only implementations of

crossing methods into realistic high-spin calculations are those

described in and ' . These two approaces differ considerably and

a short description of them can give an idea of the grtat variety of

possibilities available for implementing interaction-removal

techniques.



The method described in is based on the self-consistent
14)

collective coordinate (sec) method , by which the diabatic orbitals

for a paired Hamiltonian are formed by a power expansion in the

cranking frequency u . Therefore only very strong interactions remain.

To some extent the result can be controlled by the highest power of u

used in the expansion. An appealing feature of this approach is that

variations of several Hamiltonian parameters are allowed, in contrast

to the approach in . Due to the special techniques used, the sec

method is not very suitable for unpaired cranking.

As a contrast, the method described in , is not very suitable

for paired cranking from reasons that will be explained in section 2.3

below. The main idea of this method is to use eq. 4 to predict where

one would expect to find the diabatic continuation of a specific

orbital from the frequency u to another frequency ui'. The adiabatic
»

orbital at u' that deviates the least from the expected values of eu

x * i
u

and <j >. is then accepted as a continuation. Interactions are
ut ui

detected by irregular behaviour of e. or <j >. and are removed by

replacing such irregular values by interpolated ones. The detection

and removal process thus requires that the adiabatic orbitals are

known both for larger and smaller values of u than the frequency

where the interaction occurs.

Especially when performing deformation self-consistent

calculations in the cranking model, the removal of virtual

interactions is important. This is because, without interaction

removal, the deformation properties should be studied at constant

frequency. As the same virtual interaction might take place at

different frequencies for different deformations, the self-consistent

deformation will be determined from an energy surface that is composed

of configurations having very different spins and the resulting

deformation might be affected. If one removes the interactions, it is

possible to perform deformation energy minimisation at fixed spin,

because I is now a smooth function of u . As an example, studies of

"terminating bands" where the self-consistent deformation of the

nucleus changes from spin to spin ' , would be virtually impossible

without interaction removal.



2.2 Deformation Changes and Shape Coexcistence

There exist numerous examples of nuclei that are predicted to

have excited states with a quite different deformation than that of
16)

the ground state (for example in the Â -180 region
17)

and the A-100

region '). Many of these predictions have also been verified

experimentally. These excited states are built on configurations that

differ significantly from the ground configuration. An extreme case

are nuclei that are predicted to be very soft with respect to triaxial
1 R ft 1 f% \

(•y) deformations, as for example Pt . Inspection of the

configurations along the Tfvalley reveals that very different orbitals

are occupied even though the corresponding configurations have roughly

the same energy. Another interesting case is when an excited

configuration has a deformation that is located on "the edge" of the
18)

ground state potential well, as discussed for Pb-isotopes in . In

such cases the potential energy might not even show any minimum, the

configuration is only manifest by a change of slope in the potential

energy curve.

For the cases described, it would certainly be very profitable

to be able to "fix" the configuration, so that no other configurations

are involved when determining the self-consistent deformation. In

certain cases, where the configurations involved have different number

of occupied orbitals in the available symmetry groups, this is rather

easy if pairing is negelected. For example, if the excited

configuration have two extra particles in a high-j intruder shell, the

occupation numbers of positive and negative parity orbitals are

changed by two with respect to the ground configuration, one can then

construct potential energy surfaces built by only such configurations.

If even more symmetries than parity and signature are available, this

scheme can be refined as in where the Hamiltonian is approximated

so that the main harmonic oscillator quantum number is preserved. This

has proven quite useful in high-spin applications. When pairing is

included, this possibility is lost as the occupation numbers are no

longer either 1 or 0. Therefore it is desirable to develop methods to

define and follow configurations in such a general case. Even though

this is a seemingly different problem, virtual interaction removal

techniques can be useful here, as discussed in section 4.1.

A closely related phenomenon is large amplitude collective

motion, for example fission or the decay process between two different
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deformations. In some recent approaches ' the configuration

changes along the decay path play an important role for determining

the inertial mass for the process. In fact, the method described in

this paper has been used for estimating the number of

configuration changes along a possible decay path for the extremely K-

forbidden decay of the I = 25 isomer in Os

2.3 Requireaents on Present Method

The present method was primarily designed to construct diabatic

orbitals from cranking model calculations with inclusion of pairing,

see section 4. As such calculations include self-consistency criteria

which depend on the configuration, some special requirements on the

method appear.

One difficulty is that the values of the Hamiitonian parameters

(pairing gap, A, and Fermi energy, \) for which self-consistency is

required, are not known a priori. Therefore the diabatic orbitals

cannot be constructed from adiabatic ones that fulfill self-

consistency as the self-consistency criteria might be affected by the

removed interaction. Unfortunately this can happen precisely at those

interactions that are physically important, namely those which

connects unoccupied and occupied orbitals. Furthermore the

configuration, for which self-consistency is required, can be

different depending on whether an interaction is replaced by a

crossing or not. This means that the construction of diabatic orbitals

must be intimately connected to the actual calculation of orbitals as

in the sec method in contrast to the expi

which was designed for unpaired cranking only.

7) 2)
in the sec method in contrast to the expected-value method ,

Another fact that calls for a more detailed treatment than the

one used for unpaired cranking in , is that calculations with

pairing use more quantities than just the energy and the expectation

value of angular momentum of the orbitals. For example, the self-

consistency condition on particle number requires knowledge of the

particle amplitude, <v*>, of the quasi-particle orbitals. Furthermore,

in both paired and unpaired calculations, one might want to calculate

other expectation values, for example rjuadrupole moments. Therefore a

general method should treat the wave-functions and not just

expectation values.



Finally, an important requirement in connection with cranking

calculations in general is that only interactions of rather small size

should be removed. The main features of the adiabatic results should

thus remain and the value of the smallest accepted interaction should

preferably be controllable. This is in contrast to the sec approach

, where the Hamiltonian is reduced in such a •vay that the orbitals

can only have a polynomial dependence on rotational frequency and thus

only very strong interactions are accepted.

3 Description of Method

Although the main purpose is to attack the cranking Hamiltunian,

the method to remove virtual interactions can be formulated more

generally. In this chapter the Hamiltonian will therefore be taken as:

h = h + 6 V. (6)

Here h is an undisturbed Hamiltonian and 6 is the parameter

connected to the perturbing potential V. The problem at hand is to

construct a sequence of orbitals 4M&) for a range of 6 values that

i) as closely as possible resembles the eigenfunctions of h (the

adiabatic orbitals $.(4)) but

ii) shows no abrupt changes in the wave-function as 6 changes.

For pedagogical purposes, this chapter starts by a section (3.1)

which describes the main ideas of how the requirements in section 2.3

could be implemented. Assuming known diabatic orbitals at parameter

value 6 and adiabatic ones at 6+A6, section 3.2 and 3.3 describes how

to construct the diabatic orbitals at 6+A6. The method is summarized

in section 3.4.

3.1 Basic Ideas

Let us first note that real calculations are done with finite

steps in the parameter. This is to some extent a deficiency as results

for intermediate parameter values are found by some interpolation. But

an interaction strength does not only manifest itself by the minimal

energy distance between interacting orbitals, it also affects the
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parameter range in which the orbitals are disturbed. Therefore this

deficiency can be an advantage as the finite parameter step can be

used as a measure of the maximal interaction strength that should be

removed, as described in section 3.2 below. One might also take the

attitude that by using a specific parameter step, one is only

interested in resolving details of the calculations that extends over

a larger parameter range than this step. If one wants to resolve finer

details, one has to use a smaller step.

Another very basic observation is that the construction of non-

interacting orbitals is straigtforward when the interaction strength

is small and happens to be in the middle of a parameter step. In this

case the orbitals are unperturbed at the calculated parameter values

and the:.fore a simple check of overlaps will define the diabatic con-

tinuation. A large number of virtual crossings can be treated in this

way, especially if the parameter step is very much larger than the in-

teractions that appear. By chance, though, calculations can be made at

a parameter value where the interaction is non-negligible. The inter-

action might also be of such strength that it is not reasonable to use

the large parameter step that is required. In such cases, the orbitals

from the pure (adiabatic) calculation must be modified. The methods

ured for obtaining diabatic orbitals from the adiabatic ones by remov-

ing interaction are described in section 3.3.

3.2 The Overlap Criteria fez Interaction

As noted above, the interaction strength is manifested in the

parameter range in which the adiabatic orbitals are exchanging their

wave-functions. The simple two-lev 1 crossing model, presented in

section 2, is very illustrative in iti, respect and can even provide

us with a criterion for interaction. The relation of h. (eq. 1) to the

sub-space of the full Hamiltonian h (eq. 6) that is spanned by two

interacting diabatic orbitals, |l> and |2>, can be written as:

v - <1| h |2> ( 7 )

< 1 [ V | l > - < 2 1 V | 2 > - . (« - . )- - (6 -

where 6. is the paramtter value at which the undisturbed orbitals

cross. This relation is only approximate as the matrix element <l|h|2>

and the diagonal matrix elements of hQ and V are assumed to be

constant duiing the crossing. For interactions with a small strength
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and thus very local, this should not be any serious approximation,

however. Furthermore we are only irterested in a schematic description

of a crossing. The basis functions of h , I1> and |2>, can be

identified with the desired diabatic orbitals J>, whereas the

eigenfunctions, |+> and |->, correspond to the adiabatic

eigenf unctions of h, 4>.

As noted in section 2 the two adiabatic orbitals interchange

their wave-function around w=0. To see how the interchange would

appear in a calculation with a fixed step in the parameter u, let us

look at the overlap function

ft (u,v) = max < (8)

In ft(w,v) the energy unit is set by the parameter step size, which

means that the interaction strength, v, is directly related to this

size. For different values of v, the function fl(u,v) is shown in fig.

2.

The apperance of the overlap curves, fl{w,v), in fig. 2 might

deserve some comment. The simple curves, without any crusp, have a

large interaction, v>0.S, and therefore l<+!+>| is always larger than

|<+|->|. For a weaker interaction, |<+|->| > |<+|+>| in a limited

region around the crossing, namely when the crossing point is in a

part of the region between the two parameter values, u+0.5 and ui-0.5,

for which the overlap is taken. This means that |+(u>0)> more

resembles |-(ui<0)> than | + (w<0)> already very close to the crossing

point.

By requiring that interactions with strength less than the

parameter step should be removed, one finds from fig. 2 that a critcal

overlap value ft =0.9 will suffice to (approximately) distinguish

between v>l and v<l. For v>l the overlap fl(u,v) will never be less

than Q and for v«l, fi(w,v) < ft only when one of the parameter
cr c r

values are close to the crossing point. Let us therefore set the first

rule of the method to be:

rule 1 The diabatic continuation of orbital <i from parameter value

6 to 6*A6 is found by connecting V (&) to the adiabatic

orbital $ .(l*L

is: we define

orbital $ .(l*Ll) for which | <<ij (f>) |$ .{l + L&)> I > 0^. That

.
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Zl F r o m t h e ^o-level crossing model, eq. 1, the maximal overlap

Ö(u),v) (eq. 8) between eigenfunctions that are separated one unit in the

parameter w is plotted for different values of the interaction v. The value

plotted at u is thus the maximal overlap of the wave-functions at u-0.5 with

the wave-functions at u+0.5.
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An obvious lower limit for Q is 1//2, as smaller values do not

guarantee an unique continuation.

Naturally, it is not always possible to form diabatic orbitals

from this simple rule. Interaction strengths v<l might result in that

l<<i. (6)1$ .(6+A6)>l < Q for all orbitals $. at 6+A6. The second rule

of the method must therefore be:

rule 2 If rule 1 is not applicable, orbital <i. is interacting at

6+A6. This interaction must be removed in order to form the

diabatic orbital ti.(i

These rules can be used for realistic calculations if one

considers V in eq. 6 as dimensionless and 6 having the dimension of

energy. This is the case for the cranking Hamiltonian if one takes

6=hui and V=j /h, w being the cranking frequency and j the angular

momentum operator on the cranking axis. For such a separation of

dimensions, the interaction strength can directly be related to the

parameter step, A6. With SI = 0.9 interactions with strength less than

A6 will be removed.

To ensure that the interaction is really local and the two-level

crossing model applicable, it turns out that we cannot allow inter-

actions between orbitals that are very separated in energy. In the

two-level model the separation of the orbitals one full step from the

crossing (w=il) is 2/1+v' <2.8 for v<l. Introducing a parameter, e ,

for the maximally allowed interaction distance and noting that u> and v

are in units of |s|A6 (eq. 7), we arrive at a sub-rule to rule 2:

rule 3 Orbitals at 6*A6 with an energy distance le.-e.l

2-e *A6'|sl are not interacting.

This rule might result in two different situations: either there are

other orbitals to interact with or not. In the latter case the dia-

batic orbital f (*+A6) has to be the adiabatic one that has the

greatest overlap with >. , in the first case there is still some

interaction to remove. Note that |s| in rule 3 is defined in eq. 7

from the diabatic orbitals which we do not have available at this

stage. Therefore, Isl must be estimated from the adiabatic wave-

functions at 6+A6:



Isl « ± I (V i r V 2 2 )
2 • 4 V2

2
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1 / 2

where the expectation values V. .=<$.IVI $.>. This assumes that the

operator V is available which night not always be practical, in such a

case |s| can be put to a fixed estimate and the interval controlled by

cr *

For the value of e , a value of 1.8 is found to be reasonable.

This value is somewhat larger than the limit from the two-level model,

1.4, thus giving some head-room for almost-two-level crossings. The

precise value is not found to be very critical, values in the range

1.5 -2.3 all give reasonable results in most cases.

3.3 Interaction Reaoval

By applying rules 1 and 2, but not 3, we have found a set of

eigenstates $.(6+A6), jCT that should be treated with an interaction

removal method. In addition we have a set of diabatic orbitals <i.(6),

i€'f that have no obvious continuation at 6+A6. The definition of the

sets T+ and T is thus that the overlap l<<i. (6) I $ . (6+A6)>| < fi for

all j if iCT and for all i if j£T , their dimensions must naturally be

the same. The reason for not applying rule 3 is that this rule is more

conveniently applied in the actual interaction removal process than at

an earlier stage.

For reasons that will be clarified below, two different methods

for interaction removal are employed. In one of these methods, the

perturbing potential, V of eq. 6, is used to find an operator for the

set T that do not have interaction terms. This operator is

diagonalized to give the diabatic orbitals and therefore one might

call this method the "rediagonalization method" (section 3.3.1). The

other method supposes that the set T and the set T covers app-

roximately the same space, a fact which is ensured by the application

of rule 1. In this Method one "projects" the diabatic orbitals of set

T onto the space spanned by T , i.e. one expresses <i.(6) in the basis

+.(6+A6), j C T+. Accordingly, this method might be called the

"projection method" (section 3.3.2). Using the method in a self-

consistent calculation requires some special care as is discussed in

section 3.3.3.
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Both methods have certain disadvantages. For the

rediagonalization method we will see that

i) It requires that a part of the full Hamilton:an is available.

ii) It can fail to produce a diabatic continuation.

The projection method does not have these disadvantages but can be

less accurate 'n determining the size of the interaction. In section

4.2.1 some differences in the results obtained with the two methods

are discussed.

The choice of which method to use is therefore easy if it is not

practical to have a part of the Hamiltonian available. When this is

possible, however, the rediagonalization is to be preferred. But, as

it can fail, the projection method must be available as a last resort.

3.3.1 Interaction Removal with Rediagonalization

Inspiration for this approach comes from although the

application here is rather different. Similarities to methods used in

9)
calculations of atomic collisions can be found, like the separation

of an operator into an interacting and non-interacting part and the

subsequent diagonalization of the non-interacting operator.

The method uses the fact that the Hamiltonian can be written as

in eq. 6, i.e. separated into the parts h and V. It is furthermore

assumed that only one of these is responsible for the interaction at

the virtual crossing. For large enough values of 6, the non-

interacting part should usually be V, as the interacting orbitals will

have very different expectation values of this operator. It is

therefore unlikely that non-diagonal matrix elements of V are large

between interacting orbitals. This choice is however not always

crucial» under certain conditions the interacting operator can be used

as well as the non-interacting one, as discussed below. In such cases,

it is furthermore difficult to decide which operator that is

responsible for the interaction without actually calculating the

matrix elements in the diabatic basis.

The basic idea behind the method is to diagonalize the part of

the Hamiltonian that is not responsible for the interaction in the

restricted space T . States belonging to the set T+ are eigenfunctions

of the full Hamiltonian (at parameter value 6+A6):
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h • • = e.4». . (10)

If h is considered responsible for the interaction, the matrix, t ,

to diagonalize is simply t.. - <+.|v|+.>. In the other case, the

matrix elements of h can easily be obtained from a knowledge of the

matrix elements of V, as h =h-6v.

Naturally, we only need to calculate the matrix t for orbitals

$. and t- such that i,j i T+. At this stage we apply rule 3 (section

3.2) by setting matrix elements for orbitals too separated in energy

to zero. The matrix t is then diagonalized to give the eigenfunctions

ltT

with the expectation value of h

< • | h | * > = T e e2 (12)

i?T

The so calculated orbital i is accepted as the diabatic continuation

of orbital V. at the previous parameter value, 6, if

I < i (6+A6) I (i.(6) > I > -3- (13)
' /2

where the 1//2 is an absolute lower limit to ensure that the

continuation is uniquely defined. If eq. 13 cannot be satisfied for

all the orbitals V , the method has failed and we must use the

projection method which cannot fail this way.

In the rediagonalization method, only the eigenvectors of the

used matrix are of interest. The only requirement on the eigenvalues

is that they should be distinct. For a 2x2 matrix the eigenvectors are

characterized by one quantity, namely the difference between the

diagonal matrix elements divided by the off-diagonal one. Let us

introduce a parameter, p, for this quantity and define it as:

(14)
n

With this parameter, the eigenvectors of a 2x2 matrix can be written

as (a b) and (-b a) where

(15)

It is thus sufficient to find the value of p for a 2x2 matrix to know
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the eigenvectors.

The two level crossing model, h in eq. 1, has p=w/v. This

defines the adiabatic basis. A matrix that has the diabatic basis as

eigenvectors then have the same absolute value of p when expressed in

the adiabatic basis. It is here very important to keep distinct the

two basis sets, the h. Hamiltonian is in eq. 1 expressed in the

diabatic basis, while in the adiabatic basis it is diagonal. The

matrix to be used for rediagonalization must be expressed in the adia-

batic basis, i.e. the eigenvectors of h .

To use the rediagonalization method, a part of the Hamiltonian

that have only diagonal matrix elements in the diabatic basis should

be found. The remaining part is then responsible for the interaction.

Generally the interacting part cannot be supposed to have negligible

diagonal matrix elements. For example, the interacting part might be

the deformed nuclear Hamiltonian and the non-interacting part the

cranking term (eq. 2). In this case the 1=0 shell structure is

contained in the interacting part, which means that the diagonal

matrix elements are considerable. This can be exemplified by a separa-

tion of h ii.to an interacting and non-interact ing part as h =OD,

wi th

= U + T (16)

From eq. 16 it is obvious that D has the diabatic basis as eigen-

functions, and this is approximately true also for C if hl>>|v|. Thus

while the full Hamiltonian have diagonal and off-diagonal matrix ele-

ments of comparable size, it can often be separated into parts where

the off-diagonal elements are much smaller than the diagonal ones.

The deviation of the eigenvectors of C, V , from the true

diabatic ones, %, can from eq. 15 be found to lowest order in v/T:

2

»J • « 1 - (17)
8T

Therefore even rather small values of t/v can give reasonable eigen-

functions, for example T/v=4 gives |<<i_lv>l > 0.99. In the actual

rediagonalization, the matrices C and D will be expressed in the

adiabatic basis and one can then not determine the size of t/v

directly from the relative size of diagonal and off-diagonal matrix
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elements. A criterion that could be used, however, is that C and D

have the same eigenvectors.

From these considerations a very comforting statement emerges:

Any operator which, in the diabatic basis, have differences between

the diagonal matrix elements that are very much larger than the off-

diagonal matrix elements, can be used in the rediagonalization method.

3.3.2 Interaction Removal with Projection

In this method it is assumed that the orbitals belonging to the

set T are nicely diabatic and that the sets T and T cover app-

roximately the same space. By the aid of the overlap matrix Q. .,

fl. . = <i) (6)U(6+A6)> , (18)

we can directly form the diabatic continuation of orbital V •

1M6+A6) = i [ 0 4>.<6+A6) (19)
Nj6T+

 13 3

where N is a normalization constant. The obvious advantage of this

method in comparison to the rediagonalization method is that it always

gives a unique result. Furthermore, no knowledge about the specific

form of the interaction is needed as the interaction is found from the

differences between the diabatic wave-functions at 6 and the adiabatic

ones at 6+A6. Rule 3 is applied by setting the overlaps between orb-

itals that are not allowed to interact, neither directly nor indirect-

ly, to zero. A problem with this method is that the overlap matrix fl. .

does not necessarily form a perfect unitary transformation matrix

between the spaces T and T as small admixtures of wavefunctions

outside these spaces might occur. From the application of ruic 1,

these admixtures should generally be smaller than |1-0 |. Therefore

the diabatic orbitals constructed with this method might not be fully

ortogonal. The rediagonalization method is safe in this respect. An

improvement of this method would be to find a way to construct a truly

unitary transformation matrix from fl.. for any finite dimension of the

interacting space.

There is a larger problem with this method, however. A* is

exemplified in section 4.2.1 below, the interaction is determined from

the change of overlaps only. If a small interaction is present already

in the assumed diabatic orbitals at. 6, the projection method might
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produce rather unsatisfactory results.

After the implementation of this method it was realized that a

very similar method is used by Nörenberg and co-workers as described
• 8)
in

3.3.3 Treatment in the Case of Self-Consistent Calculations

Self-consistency causes problems when trying to construct

diabatic orbitals as a function of a parameter 6, because self-

consistency is obtained by changing another parameter in the

Hamiltonian, keeping 6 fixed until the self-consistency criteria is

fulfilled. The change of the Hamiltonian is therefore no longer

governed by 6 in this process. One can find (at least) two different

ways to solve this problem.

The obvious suggestion is to treat the self-consistency

parameter as the changing parameter during the iteration for self-

consistency. This is quite possible tut requires, if one want to use

the rediagonalization method, .hat the Hamiltonian should be split in

another way during the iteration process. The splitting should be such

that the Hamiltonian can be written as in eq. 6 but where 6 now is the

self-consistency parameter and V the corresponding operator.

Furthermore it might not be possible to keep the size of parameter

step that were previously used as the self-consistency criteria might

need a higher degree of accuracy. For a smaller step, interactions of

less strength will be kept and this is not consistent with the aim to

remove all interactions of strength less than A6.

Another way is to still treat 6 as the parameter but never let

the sets T and T decrease, only increase, while iterating. The

minimal number of orbitals in the sets is decided already in the first

iteration step. This will guarantee diabaticy in the iteration process

as the orbitals that once needed to be treated, will continue to be

treated even though the self-consistency parameter might be changed

with such small amounts that the overlaps are very close to unity. In

the applications presented below, tMs is the method that has been

used.
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3.4 Short S u — r y of Method

The whole interaction removal process is initiated by accepting,

at a parameter value 6., the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian as

diabatic and saving their wave-functions. At the next value of 6,

& +A6, the overlap matrix fi.. (eq. 18) is formed and rules 1 and 2 are

applied to find the simple continuations and the interacting orbitals.

The interactions are then removed with a method from section 3.3 and

finally the resulting wave-functions are saved to be used in the next

step. Three parameters play an important role in this procedure: fl ,

e and A6. The first two affect the result of the rules presented in

section 3.2 and should be kept at the values suggested there, except

in very special situations. The parameter step, A6, gives the

opportunity to control the size of interaction that is removed.

Even though the discussion of the method has relied quite a lot

on a two-level crossing, the method is so constructed that it can

treat any number of crossings. In fact, if T and T are the full

calculated space and an unlimited interaction rar.ye (e =») is used,

the wave-functions do not change at all, which can be considered as an

extreme case of diabaticy. A difficulty might occur for the

rediagonalization method with an operator that has less eigenvalues

than the dimension of the space is used. In this case, if one

rediagonalizes the full space, several orbitals will be degenerate and

their wave-functions mixed. This results in a failure of the

rediagonalization method.

From these considerations, two general and important conclusions

follow:

i) A parameter value that results in degenerate eigenvalues cannot

be used for setting the initial diabatic orbitals. Especially a

start value 6 =0 should be avoided if V, the perturbing

potential, is breaking a symmetry in h..

ii) Tf the general properties of the adiabatic results should be

kept» the treated space, T and T+, should be much smaller than

the full space. This can be controlled by the parameter step.

When due respect is paid to the points above this method has been

found to give very satisfactory results. But the nature of the virtual

interaction problem is such that it is very difficult to construct

methods that are perfect in all cases. For security, the present

method is so constructed that in the worst case, it should give
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results similar to the ones without any treatment at all.

As should be clear from the introduction, this is only one of

many possible approaches to this problem. One important aspect of the

presented method is that it can be applied in many different problems.

There are also possibilities for partial modifications of this method.

One might, for example, prefer to detect interactions by large

fluctuations in the expectation value of V

4 Applicat ions

The method for removing virtual interactions that was described

in the previous section will here be exemplified by two different

applications to which short introductions was given in sections 2.1

and 2.2. A mean-field potential of the Nilsson type, similar to the

one used in is employed as a single particle ilamiltonian. The same

potential parameters as in is used while here the eigenvectors are

calculated in a non-rotating |NljJJ>-basis. With pairing and cranking

terms the Hamiltonian thus- reads:

= hMO " V x " " X N ' (20)

Here h is the Nilsson Hamiltonian, w j the cranking term, P and P
MO X X

the pair creation and annihilation operators and ft is the particle

number operator. As usual in BCS-type calculations, the Fermi level,

X, should be varied to fulfill the self-consistency criterion for the

particle number,

N = < N > , (21)

where N is the desired particle number. Furthermore the pair gap

parameter, A, should be consistent with the pair field strength, G,

by:

G <P>. (22)

As computational times rise sharply with the number of orbitals that

are included in the pairing calculation, it is desirable to be able to

control thi» number. This is done by only including orbitals within a

certain distance from the Fermi level in the BCS-type cranking

calculation. But as the value of G is strongly dependent on the pair

space, some special care is needed to find a reasonable value. Here

the procedure for determining G starts with a normal BCS calculation
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at ui =0 using the prescription in , i.e. /15N or /15Z orbitals

above and below the Fermi level are included using a G value

GBCS = (19-2 * 7'4 T T } / A • (23)

From the BCS calculation the pair gap parameter, A , is used to

calculate the G-value for the pair space to be used in the cranking

calculations by eq. 22. Total quantities can be calculated with or

without particle-number projection because without particle-number

projection, the self-consistent A-value appears to drop too fast with

spin . It is found that reasonable stability cf the results is

obtained if orbitals within 8 MeV or more from the Fermi energy are

included in the pairing calculation for nuclei with A 2 150. If self-

consistency in A is not desired, the range can be further decreased.

The total energy is Strutinsky-renormali zed in the same way as

in , i.e. both the u =0 energy and the moment of inertia is

renormalized. For the w =0 energy a liquid drop model with parameters
27) X

from is used, while the moment of inertia is normalized to that of

a rigid body with a sharp surface and a radius parameter, ro=1.2 fm. A

moment of inertia correction is calculated by comparing 'J . to the

Strutinsky moment of inertia;

7 - _ J ^ , , (24)

{ }

where I and E are Strutinsky smoothed spin and energy, respectively

and u a reasonably high cranking frequency. This definition of the

Strutinsky moment of inertia is rather insensitive to the precise

value of u and introduces no extra term of higher order in

frequency in the total energies. Thus the expression for the

renormalized total energy is:

Eren<V = E c ( V * Ei.d." *(U=0) + { ̂ i g " "4tr

where Iiui ) is the calculated spin for the configuration which has

the unrenormalized energy E°(u ).

An undesired effect of renormalizing the moment of inertia is

that the cranking frequency, w in eqs. 2 and 20, can no longer be

directly identified with the observed rotational frequency,

hu L sE /2. Comparisons between calculated and observed quantities
obs Y

should therefore be made either as a function of spin or transition
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energy. In order to calculate E2 transition energies, E (u ) must be

transformed into E (I) and then energy differences between I and I-

2h taken. This requires that E (u ) and I(u ) are smooth functions
ren x * x

of to , which usually requires that all weak interactions are removed.

Therefore, to enable comparison to calculations where the interactions

are not removed, the rotational frequency can be used instead of

transition energies, as usual in paired cranking calculations. But a

renormalized rotational frequency, u , should be used in place of

the normal cranking frequency, u . As u = 9E/3I, the expression for

u is found from eq. 25 as

Wren = Wx + {1 . ~ T ] Uux) ' (26)

rig ' str

If I(w ) - J u , as in highly collective bands, this relation

simplifies to u = {.') /J • )w . Especially in applications with

pairing however, I (u ) is usually less than ') u . In such cases eq.

26 must be used to find a rotational frequency that is consistent with

the renormalized total energies from eq. 25.

The renormal izat ion factor, .) /'J . , is usually found to be in

the range 1.2 - 1.3. This is thus a considerable correction without

which it would be impossible to directly compare calculated and

observed quantities. With this correction, reasonable values of J. ,
band

are obtained in unpaired calculations both for moderately deformed
2) 5)

(see e.g. ) and superdeformed nuclei at very high spins, where
pairing gives very little contribution.

Despite the fact that the main emphasis in this paper is on

applications where pairing is involved, the method for removing

interactions can naturally be used for unpaired calculations also. In

fact, this is much easier as the number of interactions that appear

without pairing are generally fewer than with pairing. Furthermore,

there are no self-consistency criteria involved in this case. As an

example fig. 3 shows the result of interaction removal as a function

of deformation for ^-20°. The method can easily find all approximately

preserved quantum numbers and follow them.
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Fig. 3; Single neutron energies as a function of the quadrupole deformation

parameter e. The triaxiality parameter Y = 2 0 ° and the hexadecapole parameter

£,=0.02, which means that no other symmetries are left in the Hamiltonian

than parity. In fig. 3a, the normal (adiabatic) energies are shown whereas

fig. 3b shows the result of a treatment with th; projection method. Orbitals

with positive parity are drawn with full lines while negative parity is

drawn wit:h broken. The diabatic orbitals are set at c=0.06, the parameter

step is AesO.Ob and the allowed interaction range (rule 3) is set to 0.02
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4.1 Shape Coexistence in ***Pb

1 R fi
The nucleus Pb provides an interesting case of shape

coexistence at spin 0 . A general discussion of this problem is found
18)

in , where it is argued that the interactions between states that

have different configurations and deformations is spurious. This is

because the interaction is found at a fixed deformation, which is not

the self-consistent deformation for any of the interacting

configurations. The argument is thus very similar to the argument for

removing interactions in the cranking model.

The result of a normal Nilsson-Strutinsky BCS calculation for
186

the potential energy in Pb is shown by the thick line in fig. 4. In

addition to the spherical minima, which is due to the closed Z=82

proton shell, there are one excited prolate minima and a change of

slope on the oblate side which is an indication of another configura-

tion. A single-particle diagram (found in ), reveals that these

excited states are primarily due to the excitation of a proton pair

over the Z=82 gap. The configurations of the spherical state and the

two excited states are thus very different and, as mentioned in

section 2.2 above, it would be fairly easy to calculate the potential

energy for each of the configurations involved, if it were not for the

pairing interaction.

By the pairing interaction the excitation of a particle pair due

to a changing deformation takes place by gradually changing the

involved quasi-particle orbitals from being mainly of particle nature

to hole nature and vice versa. The removal of the virtual interaction

in this case will thus correspond to "freeze" the particle-hole nature

of orbitals that will pass through the pair gap until they have

emerged on the other side. Thus the interaction is replaced by a

(quasi-) particle-hole excitation.

In fig. 4 the result of an exploratory removal of this

interaction is illustrated by thinner lines. The use of the

rediagonalization method (section 3.3.1) and diagonalizing the

unpaired Hamiltonian, would in this case be equivalent to exclude the

interacting orbitals from the pairing calculation. This is certainly a

possible approach but here the projection method (section 3.3.2) has

been used. There are furthermore some special features that must be

taken into consideration. One is that the interaction range that is
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Fig. 4: Potential energy curve for the nucleus Pb. The thick line

illustrates the result of a normal Nilsson-Strutinsky BCS calculation,

whereas the thinner lines shows the effect of removing interactions. For the

deformed configurations, several different setting points for of diabatic

orbitals are shown to illustrate uncertainties. In this calculation no

hexadecapole variation where performed, e. =0.
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allowed (i.e. e in rule 3) must be related tu the A-values, so that

interactions over the pair gap (|e.-e.l=2A) will be treated. It is

also important that the parameter step, A6=Ae, is large enough so that

orbitals that will "pass through" the pair gap suffer enough change in

their wave-functions to be detected for treatment. The corresponding

unpaired orbitals should therefore roughly change their energy by A

for one step in deformation. Here an interaction range 2.3 MeV and a

deformation step Ae=0.1 has been used. Self-consistency is required

for X but, as an approximation, the vaccum value for the pair gap

parameter, A, is used even for excited configurations. The non-

interacting potential energy has be»n calculated by accepting the

eigenfunctions at some deformation as diabatic and then find the

diabatic continuation of them at other deformations. For the spherical

minimum, the diabatic orbitals are set at L-iO.Ob as e = 0 could not be

used because of the high degeneracy. Several setting points have been

used for the deformed configurations to get an estimate of the

uncertainties. At the prolate deformation, E=0.20, 0.25 and 0.30 have

been used and at the oblate £=-0.20 and -0.25. From fig. 4 it is

apparent that the self-consistent deformation, the curvature (zero-

point energy) and the energy at the minimum is rather consistent for

different starting point6 considering the step size. For example, the

position of the minima differ less than the difference in setting

point.

It is interesting to see the effect of the interaction removal

process in the quasi-particle energies. Therefore fig. 5 shows, for

prolate deformations, the untreated (adiabatic) quasi-proton energies

(middle), the non-interacting quasi-proton orbitals that correspond to

the spherical deformation (bottom) and the ones for the prolate

minimum (set at e=0.25, top). Except for the orbitals that come inside

the pair gap, the majority of orbitals are not treated at all, the

differences arise because they now are drawn to follow the wave-

function development and because a different \ has been used. The size

of the pair gap is indicated in fig. 5 by the shaded area, due to the

Z=82 shell gap, A is very small for small deformations e<0.1. By

comparing the top and bottom part of fig. 5, a clear difference in the

strongly sloping orbitals that enters the pair gap is apparent. This

is due to the fact that they are "frozen" for very different values of

A, and thus their particle-hole nature are different. For the prolate

deformation £=0.26, A =1.3MeV whereas for spherical deformations, BCS
71

pairing has collapsed.
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Fig. 5: BCS quasi-par t i c]e energies for Pb at prolate deformations. In

the middle panel, the adiabatic (untreated) orbitals are shown. The upper

panel shows the diabatic continuations of the adiabatic orbitals at e=0.25,

while the lower panel shows the diabatic continuations from t-0.0b, as

indicated by arrows. The Fermi energy, X, is determined self-consistently in

each case, while A is Kept at the vaccum BCS value for each deformation,

indicated by the shaded area. Effectivly, only the orbitals inside the

shaded area have been treated.



The general method used nere is not the only possible one for

this problem. For more systematic calculations, a more specialized

method is actually to be preferred as the present method enforces the

use of both a large deformation step and interaction range. A more

specialized method could be to use this general method only for

unpaired orbitals. These can be treated much more easily than paired,

c.f. fig. 3. From these unpaired orbitals, it is possible to detect

the ones that will pass the Fermi energy with a sufficient slope and

treat them specially in the subsequent BCS calculation. A few policy

decisions must be made here though: what is a "sufficient slope"? how

should they be treated, by "freezing" them or leaving them unpaired?

These policy decisions could, however, rather easily be settled by the

study of a few realistic examples.

The removal of virtual interactions in deformation space is thus

possible. At least two important cases where such a method is needed

exist: situations like the oblate case considered here and situations

where the potential energy is rather constant even for large

variations of deformation parameters. In the latter case, it is

possible to find out whether several configurations are involved. If

this is the case, one can find their separate self-consistent

deformat ions.

4.2 High-Spin bands in "*Yb

The high-spin spectrum of Yb is chosen as an example because

this nucleus is expected to have a rather stable deformation and all

four (Ji,a) bands are observed to high spins. Before the calculated

total quantities of this nucleus are discussed, we will study the

different methods to remove interactions that were described in

section 3.3.

4.2.1 Comparison of Methods

The calculations are performed in such a way that the j

operator is available in the crossing procedure. Therefore there are

three different ways to remove the interactions: rediagonalization of

either the j operator or the h *h+w j operator, or to use the
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projection method. In accordance with the study of the two-level

interaction in section 3.3.1, the two rediagonalization alternatives

give virtually indistinguishable results in most cases. A closer

inspection of a large number of interactions indicates, as was also
28 )

observed in , that the j operator seems to create the least

virtual interactions, and therefore this operator is chosen to be

rediagonalized in the examples below.

To illustrate the general success of the present method and the

differences between the projection and the rediagonalization method,

figures 6-8 show quasi-particle energies for protons and neutrons as a

function of cranking frequency u for three different cases. In fig. 6

the adiabatic orbitals are shown whereas removal of virtual

interaction is performed in figs. 7 and 8. The projection method has

been used in fig. 7 and rediagonalization of the j operator in fig.

8. No requirements on self-consistency has been made, as then the

values of A and X could be different at the same w in the different
x

plots. Instead the values of A and X have been kept constant as w

varies. The values obtained from the BCS calculation at u =0 for A and
x

X are used, except for the neutron pair gap parameter, which is A =

0.8 A = 0.78 MeV, a rough average of the self-consistent values

found below. The deformation is chosen as e=0.25, ^=0° and £., = 0.025,

which is close to the expected average deformation of Yb at

moderately high spins. A parameter step of Ahw =0.1 MeV have been used

with the initial diabatic ocbitals set from the adiabatic ones a

hu> =0.1 MeV. This choice of parameter step is motivated by the fact

that the interaction in the 'BC-crossing' (see below) has been

experimentally determined in Yb ' to be of the order of 0.05 MeV.

It is apparent from a comparison of figs 6-8 that both crossing

methods are able to treat quite complicated situations. In the proton

system, several interactions of different magnitude occur for hu >

0.4 MeV close to the Fermi level. These are reasonably well sorted out

(see discussion below). At excitation energies greater than 1.5 MeV

and high cranking frequencies in the neutron system, the quasi-

particle energies in fig. 6 show a quite irregular behaviour. From

fig. 7 or 8, it is evident that this is due to strongly sloping levels

of both parities (coming from i,,,, a n d ^

Even though both methods can handle the majority of interactions

equally well, there are differences which reveal some limitations of
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Fig. 6: Adiabatic quasi-particle energies as a function of cranking

frequency w , for protons and neutrons in the nucleus yt>. The values of A

and X are found from the BCS calculation at w =0 and are kept fixed as u

varies, A. =
n

= 0.80 MeV and A °'BL\>BCS ' 0 # 7 8 MeV> Posit-ive parity

orbitals are shown with full lines, those with negative parity with broken.

Signature a*+l/2 is identified by a plus sign and signature a=-l/2 by a

diamond at the frequencies where the actual calculations where performed.

The lines are drawn by a polynomial interpolation and does thus not reflect

the actual size of interactions. For this deformation the renormalization

factor is ,'J . /I t = 1.27.rig str
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7J Similar to fig. 6 but showing the diabatic orbitals resulting from

a treatment with the projection method. The suggested values (section 3.7)

of the parameters Q and e are used
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8: Similar to fig. 7 but showing the result of a treatment with the

rediagonalization method. The customary labels for the lowest quasi-neutron

orbitals are indicated.
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the projection method. One example cf suĉ i a different treatment

occurs for positive parity quasi-protons around the excitation energy

1.75 MeV and hui = 0.2 - 0.3 MeV. By chance the calculation was

performed at a frequency where a highly aligned orbital from i,,/? is

almost degenerate with a non-aligned orbital from the N=4 shell.

Therefore the orbitals are mixed at hu =0.2 MeV. The mixing is small

as the orbitals originate from different major shells and the

interaction just barely passes undetected. At the next frequency step,

some further small changes in the respective wave-functions have

occurred and the orbitals are now detected for treatment even though

they are no longer interacting. As the angular momentum content in the

l\1/'i o r b l t a l *s quite large, the Isl value (eq. 9) will be large and

they are accepted by rule 3 as interacting. In the rediagonalization

method the off-diagonal matrix element comes out very small and thus

the resulting diabatic orbitals are hardly changed at all. As a

contrast, the projection method forces the orbitals to have similar

wave-functions as at h«u =0.2 MeV, which results in the irregularity

observed in fig. 7 at hu =0.3 MeV. For higher frequencies, the

orbitals are too far apart to be accepted as interacting. This example

can be seen as a "typical worst case" as a minute change of the used

cranking frequencies or the value of fi would result in that this

situation did not occur. It also shows the strength of the

rediagonalization method as it is by this method possible to have a

second check to what extent the orbitals are interacting.

A very similar situation occurs in tht treatment of the

interaction among positive parity neutrons around the excitation

energy 1.75 MeV and hu = 0.1 - 0.2 MeV. As the diabatic orbitals are

initially defined from the adiabatic ones at hu = 0.1 MeV, an

interaction that happens to take place at this frequency will not be

removed. Instead the interacting orbitals are detected for treatment

at the next frequency step. Just as above, in the rediagonalization

method the interaction is determined to be very small at hu = 0.2

MeV, whereas the projection method forces the orbitals at hu = 0.2

MeV to be similar to the ones at 0.1 MeV. The use of rule 3, i.e. the

limit on interaction range, prohibits the orbitals to continue to be

considered as interacting for higher frequencies.

Another case of different treatment occurs at the first proton

band crossing, the ground and S-band crossing. This is caused by the

interaction across the Fermi level in negative parity orbitals (from
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h ..) at hu : 0.43 MeV. Treatment with rediagonalization results in

that the interacting orbitals are made to cross whereas the projection

method does not remove the interaction. The reason for the different

result can be traced back to the intention to remove all interactions

with strength less than Ahw . It so happens that this interaction is

very close to that limit. Therefore the value for |s|, which is a

•easure for how much angular momentum that is involved in the

interaction is critical. In eq. 9 it is stated that Isl should be

estimated from both diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements of j

and that have been done when using the rediagonalization method. When

the projection method is used, however, there is no other need for

these matrix elements than for this estimate. For pedagogical resons,

the value of |s| is therefore estimated from diagonal matrix elements

only. Here, the two orbitals are strongly mixed already at hu =0.4 MeV

and the off-diagonal matrix element is larger than diagonal ones,

which gives the result that rule 3 prohibits the orbitals from being

treated if off-diagonal matrix elements are neglected. Naturally, it

is quite possible and desirable to include these even in the

projection method.

In summary, it is found that the rediagonalization method is to

be preferred, as in this method the actual interaction is more

accurately determined. But as the construction of that method is such

that it does not guarantee that a unique diabatic continuation is

found, the projection method must be available to handle such cases.

Despite the possible bad impression from the discussion above, the

projection and the rediagonalization method give in most cases very

similar result. From the last example above, the importance of

correctly estimating the angular momentum that is involved in an

interaction is emphasised.

4.2.2 Calculated Band Structure

165
Let us now turn to the calculated total quantities for Vb and

29)
study their, in comparison with the available experimental data . As

the purpose of the present paper is to present a method for removal of

virtual interactions and many of the results discussed below could,

with some effort, be obtained without the use of such methods, some

further motivation for their use might be appropriate. The benefit of

removing virtual interaction in cranking model calculations lies
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actually not so much in the interaction removal process» the important

property is that orbitals will have a wave-function that develops

smoothly with cranking frequency. Therefore it becomes easy to follow

a configuration into regions where it is far from yrast, as for

example the proton ground and S-bands in figs. 7 and 8 in contrast to

the situation in fig. 6. This can often be useful in non-

self consistent calculations when many orbitals cross the configuration

of interest. Removal of virtual interactions is of extreme importance,

though, for detailed self-consistent calculations, as the desired

configuration is then defined from the wave-functions rather than from

the order of Hamiltonian eigenvalues.

The observed band structure of Yb is displayed in fig. 9.

Two bands show clear band crossings: the (parity « = -, signature

a= + l/2) band ("E") around spin 15h and the (n = +, <x=+l/2) band ("A")

around 22h. In these band crossings, the quasi-partible structure of

the bands are changed from 1 quasi-particle excitation to 3-qp. Thus

the E band is sensitive to the first neutron qp-crossing (AB crossing)

around hui = 0.18 MeV (fig. 8). The A band changes structure due to

the second neutron crossing (BC) at hw = 0.28 MeV. After the band-

crossings the two bands should then be denoted EAB and ABC. In the

(-,+1/2) band there is furthermore an indication of a second band

crossing around spin 36h, this could very well be the first proton

interaction around hw « 0.43 MeV.

The two remaining bands, (+,-1/2) and (-,-1/2) do not show any

signs of interactions, with the possible exception of the highest spin

states of the (+,-1/2) band. When these bands are compared to the

signature a=+l/2 bands, it is revealed that the (+,-1/2) band seems to

be of 1-qp nature whereas the (-,-1/2) band is similar to the EAB band

and thus of 3-qp nature. Therefore these two bands are denoted B and

FAB.

One interesting and easily extractable quantity in studies of

high-spin spectra are the band crossing frequencies. The reader might

already have noted that the crossing frequencies in figs 6-8 are

considerably lower than the observed ones. But, due to the need to

renocmalize the moment of inertia in the Nilsson model, the cranking

frequency cannot be directly identified with the rotational frequency.

Instead the renormalized rotational frequency, hw (eq. 26) should

be used. In table 1, the observed crossing frequencies are compared to



Table I
Observed and calculated crossing frequencies for 1 6 SYb

crossing

VAB
VBC
VAD

n

hu> .
obs

(MeV)
0.23
0.36

>0.4
^0.52

hu
X

(MeV)
0.18
0.26
0.31
0.43

I

(M
10
17
16
36

hu
ren

(MeV)
0.21
0.33
0.35
0.52

The crossings are identified by their quasi-particle label from fig.
29)

' ' x
8. Observed values (hw . ) are from

obs
are the values of

crossing cranking frequency found from fig. 8 whereas hu) are

renormal lzed rotational frequencies (eq. 26).
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Fig. 9: Total energy versus spin for the observed bands in Yb. The

energy is plotted relative to the energy of a rotating rigid body with a

o. inertia h /(2J . ) * 0.007 MeV with the energy of the 5/2 statemoment

put to zero. Positive parity states are connected by full lines, those with

negative parity by broken. Signature a=+l/2 is identified by a plus sign and

signature a=-l/2 by a diamond at the observed spin values.
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hu a:id hui . The hw crossing frequencies are found to be somewhat

smaller than the ones deduced from experimental data. This is mainly

due to the A value used, if the self-consistent (with particle-number

projection) value of A for the 1-qp bands (= 1 MeV = 4 ) is used,

the hui crossing frequencies are somewhat larger than the observed

values. Therefore it might be fair to say that the hu crossing

frequencies are consistent with the experimental data.

With the aid of particle-number projection it is possible to

calculate the total energy and spin for bands in Yb from

calculations such as the ones used in figs. 6-8, even though these

calculations are performed without any self-consistency requirement on

the particle number. To do so is certainly approximate, but studies

show that the error is usually small (compare fig. 10 with fig. 11

below). Furthermore, with this approximative approach, the results can

be discussed from a single set of quasi-particle diagrams whereas

self-consistent calculations in principle require one such diagram for

each configuration.

The configurations to be used in all the calculations of total

energy and spin below are selected to correspond to those which appear

observed. This results in 8 neutron configurations, namely A, ABC, B,

BAD, E, EAB, F and FAB, and two proton configurations, the ground band

and the lowest band with two excited negative parity quasi-protons,

the proton S-band c.f. fig. 8. Note that for example the strongly

sloping positive and negative parity quasi-proton orbitals from h. ..

and i,,/? are never included in any configuration, as the observed

bands show no sign of the violent band-crossing that would result from

the occupation of any of these orbitals. From the calculation with

fixed A and X shown in fig. 8, the total energy and spin for the

selected configurations are displayed in fig. 10 in the same way as

the experimental values in fig. 9. A comparison of these figures

reveals that the qualitative features are very similar. At low spins,

the positive parity bands are lower than the bands with negative

parity, above spin 25h negative parity becomes yrast and around spin

36h, the proton band-crossing occurs in the negative parity bands.

There are also some differences, the most notable is maybe that the

crossing spins are predicted too low. This is mostly due to the fact

that the calculated energy of the 1-qp bands increase faster with spin

than is observed, i.e. the moment of inertia is too small. The

energies of the 3-qp bands are somewhat too low compared to the 1-qp



Fig. 10: Calculated total energy and spin for some configurations in Yb,

plotted similar to fig. 9. In this calculation, which it identical to the

one in fig. 8, no self-consistency is required. The symbols show the

calculated values which are connected by straight lines. Labels show the

quasi-particle configuration from fig. 8 where n'vE' is a shorthand notation

for 7i(S-band)vEAB, etc.
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bands which also influences trie crossing spins. Additionaly, the

calculated signature splitting at high spins in the negative parity

bands is too small.

A similar calculation as the one shown in fig. 10, but requiring

self-consistency in A and X is illustrated in fig. 11. In this case

the benefit of using an interaction removal method is considerable, as

then the configuration for which self-consistency is required is much

easier defined. This is of special importance close to band-crossings

and in regions where the configuration is non-yrast. As the pair gap

parameter, A, does not have any simple relation to G<P> (eq. 22) when

particle-number projection is used, self-consistency for Å is obtained

by minimizing the energy with respect to A for each frequency and

configuration as in ref. . In the iteration process, u is still

treated as the changing parameter as discussed in section 3.3.3.

Examples of quasi-particle diagrams for a 1-qp configuration (A) and a

3-qp configuration (EAB) are found in fig. 12. The diagram for the A

configuration looks very irregular for high cranking frequencies. This

is because the filled orbital, -B, has a strong interaction around hu:

= 0.5 MeV, c.f. fig. 8, which causes a substantial reduction of the

pairing strength already at hui = 0.4 MeV. Therefore the negative-

parity crossing around hw = 0.45 MeV requires a change of the Fermi

level X of about 0.6 MeV. The strength of the crossing procedure is

shown very clearly here as the majority of orbitals in fig 12a have

the same slope between hu =0.5 and 0.6 MeV as for frequencies lower

than 0.3 MeV, which means that their wave-functions are approximately

the same. The 3-qp configurations are found to have roughly constant

pairing strength, A = 0.55 - 0.7 MeV, for the interesting frequency

region, whereas the 1-qp configurations have a self-consistent A = 1

MeV at small frequencies but for hw > 0.35 MeV, it becomes very small

due to the above-mentioned interaction.

From the requirement of self-consistency in A, the expected

result that the 1-qp bands are lowered in energy is obtained, and the

observed energy differences between the 1-qp and 3-qp bands is roughly

reproduced. Another notable improvement in fig. 11 is the better

agreement of the moment of inertia (the curvature in plots like fig-

11) with experimental data for the 3-qp bands. The 1-qp bands still

increase in energy too fast with spin. Furthermore the proton band-

crossing is now a strong interaction. This is not surprising as this

interaction was found in section 4.2.1, to be comparable to the



Fig. 11; Similar to fig. 10 but the calculation is now performed requiring

self-consistency in A and X.



95 neutrons A - band £ = 0. 25 / = 0 £d = 0. 025

1/5

I

(MeV)
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- I2: Ouasi-neutron diagram, similar to figs. 6-8 but requiring self-

consistency in A and A for the A-band (12a) and the EAB-band (12b). The

large irregularities in the fig. 12a for high frequencies are due to large

changes of the Fermi level \.
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parameter step size. With the somewhat different values of A and X

used in the self-consistent calculation the strength of the

interaction has increased.

In this context, when self-consistency in A is discussed, it

might br worthwhile to mention that calculations without any pairing

yield results that are very similar to the 3-qp bands obtained here.

Neither the 1-qp bands nor the proton band-crossing discussed here

appear with no pairing though. The proton band-crossing that appears

in calculations without pairing, such as the ones for Yb in , is

caused by the occupation of the hg / 2 and/or i,,/? orbitals. As seen in

fig. 8, these orbitals cross the Fermi surface at slightly higher

frequencies than the h pair, here considered as the proton S-band.

Even though this nucleus is expected to be quite stable in

deformation, it is of interest to perform a deformation self-

consistent calculation to check whether this is really true. For the

same configurations that were considered above, similar calculations

as those for fig. 10 were therefore performed in a rectangular 4x4

mesh in e and y around e=0.25 and ^=0°, £„ was kept fixed at 0.025.

This calculation was thus performed without requiring self-consistency

in A or X due to limited computer resources, as each self-consistency

requirement increase computational times roughly three-fold. Therefore

the values of X and A were taken directly from the BCS calculation at

each deformation, whereas A =0.8 A .
V VDLb

The question of configuration definition must be carefully

considered when self-consistent deformations are determinined from

calculations where virtual interactions are removed. Because the weak

interactions are replaced by real crossings, it is no longer a priori

clear which occupation of orbitals that form the yrast state for each

quantum-number combination. For example, we saw above that, for

different combinations of A and \, the proton interaction changed

strength. This is a general and desired feature of cranked pairing

calculations and can result in the situation that for some

deformations the interaction is replaced by a crossing and for some it

is not. As a consequence, the deformation will be affected. To handle

such situations, the self-consistent deformation should be determined

by building a deformation energy surface that at each deformation

contains the yrast of the configurations that are related by An=0,

Aa=0, 2-qp excitations. Thus, here the proton ground band and S-band
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are always considered simultaneously and the 3-qp neutron

configuration considered together with the related 1-qp configuration.

As the 1-qp configurations might be observed up to higher spin than

where they are crossed by the 3-qp band, however, a separate

deformation-energy minimization is performed for 1-qp configurations.

The latter minimization is however only reliable if the virtual

interactions between the 1-qp and 3-qp bands are replaced by crossings

for all deformations close to the minimum. This can be checked by

comparing to the minimization that includes the excited

configurations.

To avoid the possible problems of crossing frequencies that

change with deformation, which were described in section 2.1 above,

the self-consistent deformation is determined at fixed spin values, as

given by mod(I,2) = o. The resulting total energies and spins are

displayed in fig. 13. By comparison to fig. 10 it is clear that the

self-consistent deformations mostly do not deviate very much from

e=0.25 and Y=0° which where used in that figure. The proton band-

crossing is an exception, though. It is much more pronounced when the

deformation is allowed to vary because after this band-crossing, the

deformation is changed to c = 0.21 with y s -7°. This is interesting,

especially as we found above that the proton interaction were rather

strong for the self-consistent A and X at e=0.25. If the deformation

is varied, the proton band-crossing can be found to be rather sharp

anyhow. It may also be noted, that the deformations of the 1-qp bands

are always somewhat larger than those of the 3-qp bands, typically

£=0.245 and t=0.235 for the positive parity bands, £=0.26 and £=0.245

for negative parity.

To sum up this section, it is seen that the removal of virtual

interactions greatly simplifies the calculations of high-spin spectra.

This is due to the fact that, when such interactions are removed, an

observed band corresponds to the same calculated quasi-particle

configuration for all frequencies. In addition to the simplification

of non-selfconsistent calculations this has an important stabilising

effect when self-consistency is required. With the aid of interaction

removal, a fair, though not perfect, reproduction of the observed

spectra has been obtained. The remaining differences are more related

to the treatment of pairing and the choice of parameters than to the

treatment of virtual interactions.
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F i 9- I3i S i m i l « r to fig. 10, but the e and y deformations are determined

-elf-consistently for each spin, in the bands denoted A', B \ etc the

deformations are determined by including the Atr=O, Aa=0, 2-qp excitations on

the 1-qp band, as described in text. The values of 4 and X are kept fixed at

the V 0 values for each deformation. Just as above, in figs. 6-8 and 10,

S a n d = °-8AvBCS are used-
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S Su—ary

Techniques for removal of virtual interactions are a powerful

tool to facilitate detailed calculations within an approximate

quantum-mechanical model. Depending on the nature of the virtual

interactions that should be removed, a variety of methods are

possible. Therefore, existing methods are often specialized to a

specific problem and it is generally not possible to describe them in

a single mathematical framework.

Here, a quite general "crossing" method has been presented, that

by inspection of the overlaps between wave-functions calculated for

different parameter values in the Hamiltonian finds the simple

diabatic continuations and the virtual interactions. Those

interactions are then removed either by diagonalizing a non-

interacting operator in the space of interacting orbitals or by

projecting non-interacting wave-functions onto the space spanned by

the interacting orbitals. By this construction, several important

features are obtained:

i) A very general form of the interaction is assumed and therefore

the method can be used in a variety of applications,

ii) The global properties of the Hamiltonian remain as only local

interactions are removed,

iii) The separation between virtual and allowed interactions is

controllable,

iv) The variation of several Hamiltonian parameters is allowed, which

makes it possible to perform self-consistent calculations for the

diabatic orbitals.

A key role in this process is played by the parameter step. By

controlling the size of the step, it is possible to control the

magnitude of the accepted interaction. Interactions that extend over a

larger parameter range than the step will remain whereas those that

are more abrupt will be replaced by a level crossing. This is a

logical consequence of the use of a finite parameter step as the

abrupt interactions will anyhow not be properly described.

A comparison of the two methods for removing interactions in a

crank ing-model application reveals that the rediagonalization method

is somewhat more reliable as the actual interaction is more accurately

determined. For the rediagonalization method, a part of the

L
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Hamiltonian should be available, which is not always practical. In

such applications the projection method can be used, this method is

also needed as a last resort when using the rediagonalization method

as the latter method can fail to produce a unique diabatic

cont inuation.

The method has here been exemplified by calculations of

deformation and high-spin properties. In the case of deformation

properties it is found that the unpaired single-particle energies can

easily be treated satisfactorily whereas the introduction of pairing

enforces the use of a rather large parameter step. Therefore a more

specialized method was suggested. A rather reasonable deformation

energy behaviour could, however, be obtained with the present method.

In high-spin applications, the use of diabatic orbitals greatly

simplifies the definition of configurations that correspond to

observed bands. Especially for self-consistent calculations this is of

importance. The entire observed band structure of the nucleus Yb

was easily reproduced in a fair agreement with data.

Discussions with R. Bengtsson, I. Ragnarsson and W. Nazarewicz

are gratefully acknowledged. This project is supported by the Swedish

Natural Science Research Council.
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